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What’s New

The Early Adopter program allows you to preview and experience new Power365 capabilities before they are globally available. It provides anyone the ability to test new solutions and provide real-world feedback which contributes to the on-going evolution of the platform. If you are interested in finding out more about our available preview solutions and signing up, please review this [information](#).

Going forward, the release version number now represents the year and month of the release and the monthly release number (19.7.1).

Reference numbers are in parentheses.

**Version 19.7.1 – July 2019 Release 1**

- The Office 365 Groups tab in the user interface has been renamed as "Office 365 Groups and Teams". (67595)

- The Mailbox Type column and filter has been added to the Users view. In addition, the Mailbox Type field and Mail Service Plan field have been added to the User Details page. (67596)

- The Discovery Report filters have been updated. (67753)

- Edit functionality has been added to the Migration Waves for Office 365 Groups table on the project dashboard. (67946)

- An issue where reports displayed duplicate objects has been resolved. (68030)

- An issue where Office 365 Groups were unable to connect to the source mailbox to begin the sync has been resolved. (68080)

- An issue preventing a user from being correctly prepared, if that user was licensed manually in Office 365 but not discovered by Power365 before starting Prepare, has been resolved. (68213)

**Version 19.6.2 – June 2019 Release 2**

- An issue where Office 365 Groups were not processed during a Domain Move has been resolved. (41375)

- An issue where the ERS relay could incorrectly accept inbound connections before the initial configuration download finished has been resolved. (63760)

- DKIM support has been expanded to accept all eligible domains. Also, a transport rule for ERS to handle reply emails and anti-spam processes has been added. (65969)

- An issue where the Address Book column was incorrectly appearing on the Tenants page for DSLT-enabled integration projects has been resolved. (66780)

- An issue where the "Distribution Groups" menu option was enabled during discovery has been resolved. (67427)

- An issue where a user could start discovery when discovery is already running has been resolved. (67673)

**Version 19.5.2 – May 2019 Release 2**

- OneNote data can now be migrated as part of a OneDrive for Business migration. (65002)

- The ability to schedule migration waves for the Prepare (for Premium Integration projects) and Cutover activities has been added. (65965)

- An issue that caused OneDrive for Business data to not migrate has been resolved. (66445)
• An issue where Discovery logs were missing columns when exported to Excel has been resolved. (66527)
• Education license options have been added to the Migration Profile End-User License options. (66535)
• The exported Discovery logs now include all log entries from the last eight days. (66546)

Version 19.5.1 – May 2019 Release 1
• Power365 IPs can now be whitelisted. Contact Binary Tree support for the list of static IPs used by Power365 processes. (49653)
• An issue that caused OneDrive for Business data to not migrate has been resolved. (66445)
• An issue where Discovery logs were missing columns when exported to Excel has been resolved. (66527)

Version 19.4.2 – April 2019 Release 2
• An issue where the content filter set for a migration profile did not correctly filter the content has been resolved. (63940)
• The percentage complete calculation for OneDrive for Business migration has been improved. (64081)
• OneDrive for Business data can now be migrated independent of Mail Sync jobs. (65583)
• The Discovery Report has been updated and is the default report displayed when selecting Reports in the menu. (65584)
• An issue causing an error exception for an On-premises Mail Project’s GalSync has been resolved. (65772)
• An issue where the Cutover logs did not include the MessageId column has been resolved. (65812)
• A user interface issue that allowed matching on imported records has been resolved. (65869)

Version 19.4.1 – April 2019 Release 1
• The project types have been updated as follows:
  o Premium Integration Project (formerly "Integration") – Add to the array of migration services with Power365 Integration. Additional services include Calendar Sharing, User Creation & Mail Flow Management, Public Folders and Office 365 Group Migrations. In addition, Integration Pro provides Domain Sharing and Domain Move services.
  o Advanced Migration Project (formerly "Email with Discovery") – With Advanced Migration Projects, automatically discover, match and migrate data related to the User Online Mailbox, Archive and/or OneDrive for Business. Includes Mailbox Delegation, Permissions and Outlook reconfiguration.
  o Basic Migration Project (formerly "Email from File") – With a Basic Migration Project, migrate the User Mailbox and Archive in the cloud or On-premises. Includes Mailbox Delegation & Permissions. Simply choose your preferred connection options and upload your list of users to get started.
(64999)
• An issue where an error occurs when a manager and user are deleted has been resolved. (65048)
• An issue where an Office 365 Group could not be marked as deleted if it has a member has been resolved. (65103)
• An issue where some Directory Sync Lite logs were not saved to Azure logs has been resolved. (65221)

• An issue that caused a discovery error when processing archive mailbox stats has been resolved. (65435)

• An issue where an on-premises mailbox's UPN was incorrectly set to the same value has been resolved. (65437)

• An issue where ad-hoc matching failed to add a new target user if the same user was added in a different client/tenant has been resolved. (65492)

Version 19.3.1 – March 2019

• The ability to migrate Office 365 Groups (Unified Groups) is available as an Early Adopter feature. Please contact your sales representative to be considered for the Early Adopter program. (61625)

• The dashboard has been updated to display additional status, progress, and error information. (63886)

• The Project Summary page has been updated to allow for easy editing of all project setup categories and the Setup icon in the dashboard toolbar will now direct you to this page. (63895)

• Wave names can now be edited in the Migration Wave management view. (63896)

• The end user cutover notification email is now editable for each migration profile. (63948)

• The Cutover Job logs have been enhanced to display more information including the cutover status of each entry. (63957)

• The Migration Waves for Users view has been updated with new tabbed views for migration status totals, in-progress totals, and error totals. (63969)

• User migration errors are now displayed under the Errors tab on the details window. In addition, when the migration is in an error state, a tool tip displaying the most recent error message is available. A button to download all job logs and user migration logs has been added. (64026)

• Profile license options have been updated with new account SKUs including Office 365 Business Premium subscriptions. (64027, 64028)

• Improvements to Reporting to support the Discovery report have been implemented. (64029)

• An issue where the Progress Summary Total on the Project Dashboard was displaying the incorrect value has been resolved. (64195)

• An issue where the project summary page incorrectly reported the user creation status has been resolved. (64340)

• A new Reset Status action to set the user to the Synced state if the user is in a Synced Error state has been added. (64449)

• An issue where the client administrators could not add administrators to their account after a recent interface change has been resolved. (64458)

• Discovery has been updated to only process migration waves for members in a group associated with a migration wave, instead of all discovered groups. (64553)

• Improvements to the Discovery deletion management have been made. (64610)

• An issue where the Power365 Setup Pro application would not launch correctly has been resolved. (64963)
• An issue where an error was received when downloading the Power365 Setup Pro Installer MSI has been resolved. (64983)

Version 19.2.2 – February 2019 Release 2

• An issue where a user remains in a Prepare Error status due to conflict in the target tenant has been resolved. (60544)

• An issue where a very large discovery frequency caused an error and prevented tenant workers from starting has been resolved. (62862)

• The Project Wizard has been updated to clean up, consolidate, and eliminate unnecessary items. (62903)

• A "Queued" status will now be displayed before the mail engine begins to sync content. (63430)

• To provide a more accurate cutover status, additional cutover states are now displayed. (63434)

• The Fix Users action now allows changes to a user’s Migration Wave and Migration Profile after the user has been prepared, but not after cutover, by uploading a CSV file. (63435)

• A new Set logging Level action is available to System Administrators to configure the trace logging level for selected Users and Office 365 Groups. (63487)

• An issue where the Domain Cutover table displayed the first five tenants only has been resolved. All tenants will now appear in the table. (63836)

• Discovery and logging processes have been updated to lessen memory usage for Tenant Service when processing groups. (63856)

Version 19.2.1 – February 2019 Release 1

• TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer supported. (62463)

• An issue where email notifications were not properly translated to different languages has been resolved. (62700)

• An LDAP query issue in Directory Sync Lite that caused an error when executing job updates to Active Directory has been resolved. (62902)

• An issue where the Binary Tree PowerShell account access was not being lowered to the minimal Exchange or SharePoint Administrator role after Domain Cutover has been resolved. (62907)

• An issue causing a Discovery Graph error has been resolved. (63492)

• The ability to skip user discovery when specified in the tenant table has been added. When the column in the tenant table is set to true, the discovery process skips the user process during discovery. (63515)
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